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“My World of Sounds” is one of the activities under the global initiative of the International Year of

Sound to highlight how the sound environment is a key component in the equilibrium of all

human beings, in their relationship with others and with the world, in its economic, environmental,

societal, medical, industrial and cultural dimensions. The competition is strictly connected to the

melody “We are the sounds of our world” (https://sound2020.org/society/student-competition) and

its refrain, and is structured in two categories, i.e. (i) Primary school students to produce hand-

made drawings, pictures and patchworks related to their world of sounds and inspired by the said

melody; and (ii) Secondary school students to write a stanza of 4 verses in mother tongue and/or

in English inspired by the said melody.

In response to the International Year of Sound 2020 – 2021 organized by the International

Commission of Acoustics (ICA), HKIOA has collaborated with International Commission of

Acoustics to hold the International Competition “My World of Sounds” for students in Hong Kong

and is pleased to announce that one of the winners, CHEUNG Hau-ching, has obtained the 2nd-

runner up in the International Competition Category.

"My World of Sounds" Student Competition

Report on the competition in ICA Newsletter March 2022

Local Champion: Wendy NG

(from Po Chiu Catholic Secondary School)

Local 1st Runner-up: WU Ki-wing

(from Salesian English School)

(Reported by Chris Kwok)

https://sound2020.org/society/student-competition


Primary School Section

Champion Matthew Eden CHING
(Y.C.H. Chan Iu Seng Primary School)

1st Runner-up Oliver Tianjun CAI
(Chinese International School)

2nd Runner-up CHEUNG Hau-ching *
(Ching Chung Hau Po Woon Primary School)

Merit

ZHANG Kwan-yiu
(T.W.G.Hs Kwan Fong Kai Chi School)

Trinity LAW
(Creative Primary School)

Alex Tianyi CAI
(Chinese International School)

Benjamin Yue-man TSO
(Ching Chung Hau Po Woon Primary School)

Wing HO
(Ching Chung Hau Po Woon Primary School)

* CHEUNG Hau-ching also won the 2nd runner-up in the Primary

School Section in the International Contest.

List of Winners of the Hong Kong Contest:

Secondary School Section

Champion Wendy NG
(Po Chiu Catholic Secondary School)

1st Runner-up WU Ki-wing
(Salesian English School)

2nd Runner-up MA Tsz-yiu
(St. Rose of Lima’s College)

Merit Emerald FUNG
(Jockey Club TH College)

"My World of Sounds" Student Competition (Cont’d)

Champion: Matthew Eden CHING

2nd Runner-up: CHEUNG Hau-ching

Merit: Benjamin Yue-man TSO Merit: Wing HOMerit: Trinity LAW

Champion: Wendy NG

2nd Runner-up: MA Tsz-yiu



"My World of Sounds" 
Student Competition (Cont’d)

Local & International 2nd Runner-up: CHEUNG Hau-ching

(from Ching Chung Hau Po Woon Primary School)

Local Champion: Matthew Eden CHING

(from Y.C.H. Chan Iu Seng Primary School)

Local 1st Runner-up: Oliver Tianjun CAI

(from Chinese International School)

Local 2nd Runner-up: MA Tsz-yiu

(from St. Rose of Lima’s College)



Annual General Meeting 2022

The Annual General Meeting (AGM) of the HKIOA was held on 25 May 2022. Similar to the

special arrangement of the AGM under the COVID-19 pandemic situation in the past two

years, physical attendance of the meeting at the Conference Room of Ramboll’s office in

Wai Chai this year was available to the Executive Committee and nominees standing for the

election of Executive Committee members, while the attendance with the Zoom online

meeting system was available to all members. A total of 29 corporate members and 3 non-

corporate members attended the meeting, and proxies from 37 corporate members had

been received by the Secretariat.

The Chairman, Mr. William Fung presented his report on the activities organized by the

Institute throughout the Session 2021 – 2022. He described that the past year had been

challenging and difficult due to the COVID-19 pandemic, but the Institute still managed to

organize several activities through local and international collaborations, including technical

webinars and educational training. He expressed gratitude towards the support of partner

institutes, the Executive Committee, Organizing Committees and those who participated in

the activities for the great success of the events. The Chairman’s report was followed by a

financial report of the Hon. Treasurer Dr. Calvin Chiu, who reported that the Institute’s

finance remained in a healthy condition and the Auditor for the coming session was

appointed during the meeting.

The next agenda item was the election of Chairman and Committee Members. With the

support by the great majority of the voted members, Dr. Calvin Chiu was elected as the

Chairman of the Institute for the coming 2-year term of 2022 – 2024, Mr. Franki Chiu,
Ms. Claudine Lee, Mr. Joe Leung were newly elected, and Mr. Chris Kwok, Mr. Aaron Lui were re-elected as Committee

Members of the Institute for a 3-year term of 2022 – 2025.

Before the end of the AGM, as suggested by Ir. KK Iu and supported by the audience, a vote of thanks was passed to the

outgoing Chairman and Executive Committee for their good efforts in the work of the Institute.
(Reported by Cindy Cheung)



Technical Webinar “Piling Noise Reduction by
Magnetic Tuned Mass Damper (MTMD)”
The Technical Webinar “Piling Noise Reduction by Magnetic Tuned Mass Damper (MTMD)”

was held on 16 June 2022. The webinar was presented by Mr. Wylog Wong, Design Manager

of Acoustics Innovation Limited, and Mr Allen Wong, Environmental Engineer of Build King Civil

Engineering Limited. A total of 187 participants attended the webinar.

The webinar focused on a case study on the implementation of the magnetic tuned mass

damper which was tailor-made for the sheet piling noise abatement at a construction site in

Tung Chung East. Wylog shared the identification of locations and frequencies of major noise

sources from site observations, acoustic imaging by acoustic camera and Finite Element

Analysis modelling. He explained the noise abatement mechanism of the 14 modules of

dampers per row at target frequencies from 630 Hz to 1250 Hz, and the use of rollers and

magnets for easy installation. He showed the installation of 6 rows of the dampers to 6 piles

adjacent to the pile being in operation, and the on-site measurement results, which

demonstrated a vibration reduction of around 10 dB and a noise reduction of around 7 dB(A) at

the target frequencies. Allen then shared the project background, and site constraints which includes the presence of noise

sensitive receivers in close proximity and the spatial limitation for the installation of noise barriers within the site. He also

showed videos demonstrating the damper installation and removal process, and shared his user experience on the damper

that he viewed the damper as a user-friendly product and an effective tool for noise reduction.
(Reported by Wilson Ho)



Technical Webinar “A More Precise Method in Evaluating the
Acoustical Performance of Resilient Sports Flooring System”

The Technical Webinar “A More Precise Method in Evaluating the Acoustical Performance of

Resilient Sports Flooring System” was held on 23 June 2022. The webinar was presented by

Mr. James Bligh and Mr. Ramy El Kawkgi from Pliteq

on the complex challenges of measurement and

prediction uncertainties arising from variations in the

structural subfloors and an alternative technique to

evaluate the acoustic performance of resilient sports

floors. 62 participants attended the webinar.

Ramy listed and explained the major considerations

in deciding mitigations to be applied: gym type,

structural contribution, local authority requirements,

stability underfoot, budget, and structural tolerance.

James showed a video demonstrating their standard

test rig for heavy impact testing, which provides

repeatable testing conditions of drop height and mass

to minimize uncertainties in the measured dynamic characteristics of resilient

products. He illustrated a quantitative analysis of a typical floor system by

considering it as a hybrid system of locally reactive and resonantly reactive

components. He shared their experience on the use of a standard 8mm calibrated

test sample sheet, which can be conveniently delivered to the site for a standard

drop test for collecting in-situ baseline acoustic data under better-controlled testing

conditions. A precise transfer function can then be evaluated for the prediction of the

mitigated impact noise and selection of resilient products. He showed the predicted

and measured noise spectra obtained from sites to demonstrate the accuracy of the

prediction method, and encouraged consultants to use the prediction method as well

as their resources and support.
(Reported by Cindy Cheung)



Technical Webinar “Lift Noise and Vibration
Control Technique”
The Technical Webinar “Lift Noise and Vibration Control Technique” was held on

7 July 2022. 78 participants attended the webinar.

The first speaker Dr. Mors Leung, Technical Director of Architectural Acoustics

Limited shared a few cases on his project experience on the troubleshooting of

lift noise and vibration problems, which includes the identification of whether the

main noise propagation path is airborne or structureborne, and the improvement

after acoustic treatment. He shared some soundtracks of noise from problematic

lifts, and discussed the investigation, findings and solutions. He also shared a

laboratory setup investigating noise from guide shoes and guide rails and

quantifying the effectiveness of the planned mitigation measure.

The second speaker was Mr. Denghua Ma, Technical Director of Shenri

Elevator's Noise Abatement Center in Shenzhen, who is an expert on lift noise

and vibration control. Mr. Ma shared some recent lift noise problems from high

speed lifts at skyscraper residential buildings due to improper design of vibration

isolation. He shared a few case studies, and explained some common errors

and misconceptions in lift noise and vibration control design that he observed in

the Mainland China.
(Reported by Cindy Cheung)



Technical Webinar “Innovative Construction Noise 
Control in Singapore”
The Technical Webinar “Innovative Construction Noise Control in Singapore” was held on

26 July 2022. The webinar was presented by Dr. Vincent Hii (Director of Affinity Engineering

Consultancy Pte. Ltd.) on an overview of construction industry in Singapore, local regulations

and requirements, government support on innovative noise control measures, construction noise

impact assessment and noise management plan, construction noise troubleshooting and

innovative control measures case study. The webinar was well received by 179 attendees.

Vincent presented the growth of construction market in Singapore, the increase in the number of

complaints on construction noise in recent years and during COVID-19 pandemic situation.

He introduced and explained the common practice of noise impact assessment and noise

management plan. He showcased a range of examples of conventional noise control measures

and innovative measures, including (i) reduction of noise source generation such as the use of

continuous, gentle methods like spinning, rotatory, crushing in construction procedure and

equipment in place of the conventional impulsive hacking method; (ii) reduction at path with

alternative barrier shape (such as the jagged edge cantilevered barrier), barrier material (such

as the lightweight and waterproof aluminium form material) and barrier with special features

(such as the retractable noise barrier); and (iii) consideration on human factor such as relieving

public’s negative impression by improving the greenery at the periphery of the construction site,

introducing visual warning display of the prevailing noise level to alert workers to avoid any

excess generation of noise, etc.
(Reported by Wilson Ho)



Delegates to Inter-Noise 2022 in Glasgow, UK
The 51st International Congress and Exposition on Noise Control
Engineering (Inter-Noise 2022) was held at the Scottish Event Campus in
Glasgow, UK on 21 – 24 August 2022. Inter-Noise is a major international
conference on noise control engineering, organized by the International

Institute of Noise Control Engineering (I-INCE) and the local organising
committee every year. A total of 1,244 delegates around the world joined
the conference this year, 949 joined in person and 295 joined virtually.

Prof. Li Cheng, Chair Professor of Mechanical Engineering of The Hong
Kong Polytechnic University, and Prof. Lixi Huang, Professor of The

University of Hong Kong were among the session chairs of the conference.

The following papers were presented by delegates from Hong Kong:

▪ Five years’ monitoring data on rail damper performance
Wilson Ho, Max Yiu, Ron Wong

▪ A large-scale study of the social response to construction noise in Hong Kong
Silver C.K. Chan, K.C. Lam, C.L. Wong, Richard Kwan, Wilson Ho

▪ Lightweight retractable noise barrier in Hong Kong
Wilson Ho, Wylog Wong, Eric Chu

▪ Optimizing the performance of a sidebranch array duct muffler
Shiu Keung Tang, Ho Man Yu

▪ Programmable time-serial resonances for broadband spectrum
Yumin Zhang, Keming Wu, Lixi Huang

▪ Railway groundborne noise reduction by rail dampers
Wilson Ho, Max Yiu, Ron Wong

▪ Sheet pile tuned mass damper for construction noise control
Wilson Ho, Wylog Wong, Eric Chu, Aldous Lo, Allen Wong

▪ Track decay rate measurement method for reactive damping by tuned mass damper
Wilson Ho, Marco Ip, Yi-Qing Ni

In the Congress, Prof. Li Cheng was elected to be the President-elect of

the I-INCE, and that he will take over the Presidency of the I-INCE in 2026
for a three-year term. Congratulations to Prof. Cheng!

(Reported by Cindy Cheung)



Technical Webinar “Acoustic Concerns and Treatment 
in Hydraulic Installation”
The Technical Webinar Acoustic Concerns and Treatment in Hydraulic

Installation was held on 29 September 2022. This is the first joint

webinar with the Chartered Institute of Plumbing and Heating

Engineering (CIPHE) and HKIOA. A total of 97 participants attended

the webinar.

The webinar was presented by Mr. Ben Yuen from CIPHE and Dr.

Jeffery Tam from HKIOA. Mr. Ben Yuen is the Technical Director from

WSP (Asia) Limited, he explained the general principles in plant room

design planning to reduce potential noise nuisance to noise sensitive

receiver. He also shared the detailed design concepts against noise

from pump sets, including the cause of noise problems, and the

control of pipeline noise. Apart from the equipment, Mr. Yuen showed

different noise sources due to fitting and accessories along the supply

network. His presentation covered a comprehensive review of all

possible noise sources in a pumping and drainage system.



Technical Webinar “Acoustic Concerns and Treatment 
in Hydraulic Installation” (Cont’d)

Dr. Jeffery Tam is the General Manager of Kinetics Noise

Control (Asia) Ltd. He first presented the fundamental

acoustic knowledge to the members from noise criteria,

sound insulation and reverberation noise control to vibration

isolation principle. Then he shared the practical solutions to

noise and vibration control for equipment, including some

real-life examples of installation defects to the members.

The Webinar received many favourable responses from both

CIPHE and HKIOA members.
(Reported by Him Tang)



Professional Certificate Course on Acoustics, 
Noise and Vibration Control
The Professional Certificate Course is organized under a

structured framework comprising basic acoustics, noise

control concept and management to local professionals.

Courses which form the two compulsory modules of the

Professional Certificate have been announced earlier and

are being held in September and October 2022. Elective

modules will be announced in the next stage.

Candidates who passed these 2 compulsory modules and

other elective module(s) with overall not less than 40 hours

are considered fulfilling the membership requirements of

the HKIOA as have been educated in acoustics or in a

discipline relevant to the practice of acoustics.

September 2022
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Compulsory Module 1: 

Fundamentals in Acoustics and Noise Control (Total 18 Hours)

Compulsory Module 2: 

Noise Modelling, Monitoring and Measurement (Total 18 Hours)

Session Topic Speakers Session Topic Speakers

S1 Basic Acoustics Principle (Part 1) Dr. Calvin Chiu S10 Calculation of Road Traffic Noise Methodology Mr. Frankie Chiu

S2 Basic Acoustics Principle (Part 2) Dr. Calvin Chiu S11 Noise Prediction Modeling (Part 1) Mr. Benson Lee

S3 Basic Acoustics Principle (Part 3) Dr. Calvin Chiu S12 Noise Prediction Modeling (Part 2) Mr. Benson Lee

S4 Architectural Acoustics (Part 1) Mr. Henry Chan S13 Experience and Practical Solution on Road Traffic Noise 
Assessment

Mr. Frankie Chiu

S5 Architectural Acoustics (Part 2) Mr. Henry Chan S14 Noise Monitoring & Measurement (Part 1) Mr. CL Wong

S6 Noise Control & Ordinance (Part 1) Mr. Joe Leung S15 Noise Monitoring & Measurement (Part 2) Mr. CL Wong

S7 Noise Control & Ordinance (Part 2) Mr. Joe Leung S16 Hands-on Experience on Road Traffic Noise Measurement 
and Latest Developments in Instrumentation

Mr. Ivan Ho

S8 Noise Control & Ordinance (Part 3), Noise Pollution 
Sources and Impacts

Mr. Joe Leung S17 On-site Road Traffic Noise Measurement (Site Practices) Mr. Ivan Ho

S9 Assessment - S18 Assessment -



HKIOA Taxation and Follow Up

Notice

The Hong Kong Institute of Acoustics Limited (HKIOA) has been informed by the Inland Revenue Department (IRD)

that the HKIOA’s exemption claims on the profits tax cannot be granted. As a result, the HKIOA shall have the

obligations to pay the profits tax due on the previous years. The IRD is now chasing on the HKIOA’s tax returns

starting from 2016/17 onwards for their assessment of the tax due and the penalties, if any.

The tax issue came into the attention when the Executive Committee (ExCom) of the HKIOA received a letter from the

IRD on 29 July 2019 requesting for supplementary information in support of IRD’s assessment on the HKIOA’s tax

return in 2017/18. After two rounds of reply to the IRD on 21 August 2019 and 14 May 2020 respectively, the IRD

replied the ExCom representative on 2 June 2022 that the request from profits tax exemption claims cannot be

granted. The ExCom had discussed and considered whether it would be preferable to engage a tax expert (i.e.

consultant/auditor) to i) conduct a review of our case from due diligence perspective and ii) provide a review report to

confirm whether the HKIOA is liable to pay the profits tax claims and any associated penalty from the IRD under the

IRO. In past few months, the ExCom has approached several tax experts for the above, but none of them offered

services except that only one tax expert provided a quote for preparing a simple report for the case, at a lump sum

cost of HK$8,600, for Item ii). Indeed, in the informal discussions between the ExCom representative and the few tax

experts, and further discussion with the IRD officers, it has become more clear that the HKIOA cannot exempt from

taxation under the Inland Revenue Ordinance (IRO) and the chance for a successful tax exemption claim is unlikely.

Hence, the ExCom considered it is not worth the while for the HKIOA to hire a tax expert to re-confirm the above and

the views of the IRD. It is, therefore, recommended that the ExCom should ask the HKIOA’s CPA Accountant to file

the proper tax return as required in order to close the case with the IRD.

An email has sent to all HKIOA members on the above for opinions on 7 Sept 2022. 46 feedbacks from the members

were received, all of the reply are concurred with the recommendations of the ExCom not to further argue on the tax

exemption matter and pay the tax due and any associated penalty as requested by the IRD.

(Reported by Henry Chan)



In the recently-proposed amendments to the Noise Control (Air Compressors) Regulations (Cap. 400C) and the

Noise Control (Hand Held Percussive Breakers) Regulations (Cap. 400D), the Government is considering to

include the Corporate Member of the Hong Kong Institute of Acoustics (HKIOA) in the legislation. Taking this

opportunity, we sent out a survey to collate views from our corporate members on the Chinese translations of

various membership types. A total of 60 feedback has been received. It appears that large majority of the

members responded to the survey (88%) agrees to the proposed translation. The membership titles are confirmed

as follows:

The survey also collected information from our corporate members regarding their specialisation areas. Results

indicate that Environmental Noise, Architectural Acoustics, and Structural / Groundborne Noise and Vibration are

the 3 areas that most of our members specialise in. While we would try our best to implement a specialisation

scheme to serve as many members as possible, it is necessary to set a priority for the road map for the

specialisation scheme. We would let you know once a consensus is reached.

Survey on Members’ Specialisation and 
the Proposed Chinese Names for HKIOA Membership Titles

English 中文

Corporate Member of the HKIOA (include) 香港聲學學會正式會員 (包括)

1. Honorary Fellow of the HKIOA (Hon FHKIOA)* 香港聲學學會名譽資深會員

2. Fellow of the HKIOA (FHKIOA)* 香港聲學學會資深會員

3. Member of the HKIOA (MHKIOA)* 香港聲學學會專業會員

* Authorized Titles & Abbreviations under para.7 of the Articles of Association of the HKIOA

Non-Corporate Member of the HKIOA (include) 香港聲學學會非正式會員 (包括)

1. Associate Member of the HKIOA (AMHKIOA) 香港聲學學會準會員

2. Student Member of the HKIOA 香港聲學學會學生會員

Notice

(Reported by Alson Pang & Franki Chiu)



In Remembrance
of

Ir Dr James W.H. WONG
1958 – 25th Aug 2022

On behalf of the Hong Kong Institute of Acoustics, we wish to convey our deepest condolences to the family of Ir Dr James

W.H. WONG on his passing.

Ir Dr James W.H. WONG would be remembered as a pioneer bringing awareness and the development of architectural

acoustics to Hong Kong.

James chose to develop his specialty in room acoustics based on his background as a musician & engineer with special

interest in eco-architecture. He was a guitar player in school band as early as in the 1970’s. In 1988, James was invited to

join a small acoustics and theatre consulting firm in London. His expertise and talent is in conceiving the acoustic design of

auditoria in collaboration with architects and theatre consultants.

He was educated and worked in the U.K. until 1991 when he returned to HK to lead the design team participating in the

construction of HKUST. He joined the Noise Policy Group of Environmental Protection Department in 1992 and later found

his consultancy firm in 1995.

In this time of mourning, please accept our compassion and we will long remember Ir Dr James W.H. WONG and his

dedication to the science of acoustics.

Sincerely,

Mr William FUNG

Immediate Past Chairman,

On behalf of Hong Kong Institute of Acoustics


